Music
Play music with increasing control
Play and perform in solo and ensemble
contexts
Use voice with increasing control
Listen with attention to detail
This term we will be learning a new musical
instrument, the ukulele, with Mrs Meyer. We
will be singing songs and listening to different
genres of music.

Art
Learn about great artists in history
Develop techniques; drawing, painting and
sculpture
Explore and produce creative work
The children will be exploring the work of
Escher and they will create their own
geometric patterns. We will study the Bayeux
Tapestry.

RE
To understand what the Bible is
How artists help us understand Christmas
Children will explore why the Bible is so important to Christians.
In the final weeks before Christmas the children will learn
about this festival by studying works by artists from around the
world.
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DT
Generate, develop and communicate ideas
Use a variety of tools and materials accurately
Evaluate ideas and products against their own design criteria

History
Can place local and British historical events on a
timeline
Develop a secure understanding of the AngloSaxons and their struggle for the Kingdoms of
England
Children will learn how and why the AngloSaxons invaded England. They will learn about
the location of their settlements and how they
lived.
The children will also learn about the discovery
of Sutton Hoo and how architects use artefacts to
find clues about the past.

We will link our learning with our history and children will be
designing and making a Saxon village and jewellery.

Computing
Use a variety of software on a range of devices to
design and create content
Learn how to use the internet safely

Geography

Children will be using software to explore and
create geometric patterns. They will evaluate and
edit their patterns.

Using maps, atlases and globes
Change over time of land use in UK
Children will find out where the Anglo-Saxons came from and
where they settled. We will explore the influence of the AngloSaxons on modern place names.

PE
Swim competently and confidently over a distance of at least
25m
Use a range of strokes effectively
Through swimming lessons the children will develop a good
swimming style and understand the importance of water
safety.
Apply tactics of attacking and defending
To engage in collaborative physical activities
The children will develop their skills through hockey and
rugby.
Apply and develop a broader range of skills
Children will be encouraged to consider their health and
fitness and understand the effects on their body.

Children will be learning how to code.
We will continue to ensure the children are
aware and understand the importance of using
the internet safely.

Languages
Recall and pronounce a range of words
accurately
Appreciate and respond to songs, stories, poems
and rhymes in French
Children will develop their French vocabulary and
learn how to build sentences linked to the
weather and transport. The children will learn
how to express the likes and dislikes.

